FIELD FIX FOR BEDSLIDES TIED INTO REAR JACKS RETURN

OLD CONFIGURATION
1. 1-Return Hose (Orange) to Pump.
2. 1-Return Hose from Rear Jack return to Bedslide Cylinder.
3. 1-"T" Fitting - Discard.

NEW CONFIGURATION
1. 1-Return Hose (Orange) to Pump
2. 1-Return Hose from Rear Jack return to Bedslide Cylinder.
3. 1-"T" Fitting - DO NOT USE
4. 1-Face Seal Elbow #141610
5. 1-"T" Block 1". #143109
6. 1-#4 Plug. #141319
7. 2-Straight "O" Face. #141109
8. 1-New Return Hose (Orange) from “T” Block to Pump. #138412
9. 1-Long Straight #162793
10. 1-Swivel 90. #156846

DIRECTIONS
1. Isolate room cylinder by replacing “T” Fitting (3) with Face Seal Elbow (4).
2. Install the Straight “O” Face Fittings in the “T” Block.
3. Run Return Hose (1) to “T” Block (5).
4. Make sure top post of “T” Block is plugged with (6).
5. Run New Return Hose (8) from “T” Block to Pump
6. Install the Long Straight Fitting (9) and then the Swivel 90° on top of (9). See Fig. 3.
7. Connect New Return Hose (8) to Swivel 90° at the Pump.